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#HinduPhobia | #Gaumutra I History of #Pee of different Civilizations.

As a left-commie-abhrahamic nexus craves for western validation when it comes to

Hindu customs. First, Lets start with the #Pee usage in western civilizations.

2/n

In ancient Rome, Human/animal #Pee is used as a mouthwash for whitening teeth (hey liberals, why use toothpaste?) well

they also used it in laundry to remove stains. King taxed #Pee & there are special persons appointed to collect #Pee from

public toilets, called "fullers"

3/n

Ancient Greek physicians recommended #Pee to cure burns, inflammations, and skin diseases. Chinese too used it to clean

their armpits to get rid of foul smell.

4/n

medieval Europe, #Pee is used to diagnose diabetes. But, how? they used to taste it whether it is sweet or not. But, Hindus

used aurvedic technique "Mutra pipeeliha abhisarana", i.e urine attracts ants. Have to see which one left cable chooses as

they oppose Hindu knowledge.

5/n

The father of chemistry in Europe, Robert Boyle, advised patients to drink every morning "a moderate amount of their own

#Pee", preferably while "it's yet warm".

6/n

Thomas Willis – the richest doctor in England at the time – was instructing a young gentlewoman to drink her own warm

urine against "extreme sourness" in her throat.

7/n

Doctor of Queen Elizabeth, William Bullein suggested to wash face with own #Pee to get clean & fair face.

@MahuaMoitra tries to defame Hindus, must know at least we have alternative, I'm curious what she uses, as she have

blind hatred to Hindu customs.
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8/n

I don't Stereotype practices in ancient/early modern European times. As there are no chemical lab's to produce urea &

sodium salts. People looked for alternative natural sources. Same with the Hindus. Our Hindu Ayurveda knowledge dates

back to 5000 years BC.

9/n

Hindus used cow urine for medical purpose in Ayurveda to treat asthma, ulcers & bacterial infections. Instead of using

Human urine unlike other civilizations, Hindus opted to use Cow's urine. Then who is knowledge enough? Hindus or woke

illiterate liberals who stereotype us

10/n

Say No to #Hinduphobia, only illiterate liberals use #gaumutraJibe without knowing the significance. These are the same

people who stand in Q to buy western manufactured ammonia/urea creams for face & body.
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